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Roll Forward Skip 

Auto Tipping Kit Guide 

Any standard model of our roll forward skips 

purchased in or after June 2015 can now be 

converted into an auto tipping model with the 

simple inclusion of the auto tipping kit. The kit 

simply bolts to the existing skip handle 

assembly, and will allow the user to operate 

the skip automatically by simply lowering the 

skip down onto the side of the skip you are 

tipping into, without having to leave the truck 

cab and operate the release handle. 

To Fit: 

Step 1) 

Lift the skip and pull the release handle, allowing the skip bucket to roll forward, exposing 

the handle assembly, as shown left. Fit the 4 castors provided via the castor plates at the 

front and back of the fork pockets. Swivel castors are fitted at the rear, fixed at the front. 

Step 2) 

Position the auto tipping bracket assembly between the handle assembly, and bolt in place 

with the button head bolts provided, ensure spring washers are fitted. Ensure that the 

paddle is square to the floor when bolted into handle assembly. 

 

Your skip is now fitted with the auto tipping mechanism. 

You can at any point, remove the auto tipping kit, or simply cradle it back to remove the auto tipping function. To remove the 

kit, simply follow the above in reverse. To cradle the kit but keep it attached, please see below. (Please note; your skip may come 

with the kit fitted in the cradled position to avoid damage in transit, if so please use the instruction below to enable auto tipping 

function) 

Step 1) 

Remove the securing bolt between the 2 small lugs each side; this will allow the paddle to rotate.  

Step 2) 

Lift and rotate the paddle in a clockwise direction 

towards the release handle, until the holes line up 

and the bolts can be re-fitted to secure the paddle in 

its new position. 

 

The skip can then be used without the auto tipping paddle in use, with the castors also being removable if desired. 

Please ensure bolts are tight and these instructions are followed, failure to do so may result in incorrect operation. 

If in doubt, please contact us directly. 


